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Abstract:The visual design development of Web Information Systems is a com-
plex task. At present, the process is mainly based on experiences and seems to
be an immovable part of art. Typically, occurs a late consideration of graph-
ical issues that results in inflexibility and cause problems for extension and
change management. Database and software systems are mainly based on
development phases such as requirement acquisition and elicitation and con-
ceptual modelling. Moreover, users, their preferences and portfolio are taken
into consideration. We show in this preprint that these approaches can be
generalised to website presentation. We use methods developed for program-
ming in the large, e.g. patterns. We can map patterns to conceptualisations
of web page layout, i.e. grids. Patterns shall help us to reuse concepts. This
paper introduces the concept of pattern and clarifies their structure and task
for the whole development. Because the WIS development process is based on
six dimensions, we initially introduce development dimensions and show the
seamless integration of the pattern-based approach. We call the art of website
layout screenography. Screenography extends web application engineering by
scenographic and dramaturgic aspects and intends to support the interaction
between system and user. Screenography aims at an individualised, decorated
playout in consideration of intention, user profiles and portfolios, provider
aims, context, equipment, functionality and the storyline progress. The users
orientation of WIS requires the deep integration of user concerns, tasks and
expectations into screenography. Therefore, this paper develops concepts of
intention-driven screenography.
1 Introduction
In general, we are able to perceive sites as good sites and bad sites in terms of
impression, composition, usability, and utility, in dependency on our subjective
preferences and needs. In general there are no methodologies to define overall
good sites, because the perception depends, for example, on users recognition resp.
their profile. Nevertheless, we sense well designed sites as well structured and
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well orchestrated, which isn’t a result of coincidence. At present, the development
process is often based on experiences of a developer, because the absence of global
layout development concepts. The reasons for development decisions are as far
as possible unknown and seems to be an immovable part of art. Because we try to
turn the development process from an art into a craft, we have to detect the basic
principles of good sites, as far as possible. Therefore we analyse existing sites,
searching for multiple used patterns, and try to understand their applicability.
Moreover we have to consider other approaches like task models, e.g. CTT [Pat99],
as well as website description languages, e.g. SiteLang [TD01]. The main objective
of this direction is the development process generalisation. We aim in handling
development decisions to derive an adequate layout from generic descriptions.
Therefore we have to differ WE techniques, e.g. XML or techniques for content
management, from HCI techniques, which are more interaction resp. presentation
oriented. To close the gap between the WE and HCI approach is an aim for future
research.
However, we missing a full story integration at present, and the important part of
user adaptation exists only rudimentary in most cases. Another deficiency is the
development from the scratch, piece by piece each time. In general the recycling
of parts is used on a very low level, because the layout is often examined as a
big black box developed by a designer. Conceptual approaches only rudimentary
exist. In the field of art seems to exist suitable concepts to solve this development
problems. Particularly, the concepts to initiate classical dramas point out some in-
teresting approaches we try to use. Currently, graphical issues will considered late
while the website development. It results in inflexibility and cause problems for
extension and change management. Our aim is to support the systematic and early
involvement of layout and playout for that we develop an approach to screenog-
raphy, which adopts and generalises dramaturgy and scenography. Scenography
has its roots in theatre, film and television, i.e. outside the web area, and contains
the composition of action space, plot and dramaturgy. The dramaturgy controls
the sequence of scenes and determines the composition of information. Our claim
is to show that WIS layout also requires scenography and dramaturgy to facilitate
the understanding and memorisation of content and to support orientation within
the WIS.
The following chapter introduces the fundamentals of layout development, par-
ticularly the development dimensions we have to consider for screenography. We
try to clarify the aims and goals of these dimensions and demonstrate some dif-
ferent weightings we have noticed in practice. Further we propose a possible
composition of dimensions for websites in future, that is based on a detected di-
mension hierarchy . In Chapter 3 we present a pattern-based approach of layout
development, which helps to derive possible solutions from an intentional de-
scription. Therefore we analyse some types of patterns in detail. Within chapter
4 we introduce the grid development and propose a way of mapping the patterns




This section gives an survey of layout development fundamentals. Layout de-
velopment is affected by a huge set of parameters and conditions. Because it’s
possible to generalise this aspects, we distinguish six dimensions of layout devel-
opment. In the following, we introduce these dimensions and discuss possible
compositions. Moreover, we give some examples how different the weighting of
each dimension can be, because the influence of the dimensions depend on ap-
plication area. It clarifies, too, that it isn’t necessary to consider all dimensions in
each situation. From this, we derive a solution for websites we prefer in future.
2.1 Development dimensions
According to [ST05, Tha03] the development process is based on 6 dimensions, the
intention, context, storyboard, content, functionality, and presentation depicted in






Figure 1: Development dimensions hexagon
2.1.1 Intention
The intention dimension specifies the type of an application we try to develop at
a very general level. Therefore we analyse aims, goals, and visions and assign the
application to a well-known and adequate application type. The classification is
useful, because the difference of main objectives and their different weightings.
For example, the major aim of information sites is the information and explanation
while it could be a minor aim to sell some products. By contrast, the major aim of
electronic commerce sites is to sell as much as possible products. A minor aim of
such sites could be to give a detailed view about the offer to support the selling.
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Different objectives implicitly influence the way of representation. Explicit, we are
able to define the atmosphere resp. the ambience of an application. The ambience
definition will only be done conceptional and helps to preselect colour-schema
types. It doesn’t specify concrete colours, because the intention doesn’t consider
cultural or religious preferences.
Another part of the intention dimension is the adaptation of layout and playout
that is influenced by profile and portfolio of the users resp. the provider. The
profile ascertainment is important for the preferences and behaviour patterns of
the users. For instance we need it in the field of e-learning. As mentioned in
[BZ04] there can be users prefer formal thinking and systematic working and
others who are more example oriented. Thus, the profile of users influences
the way of representation resp. the layout and playout in dependence on their
preferences. The same is true for the portfolio [ST06b] of the users and the provider,
which defines the tasks, involvement and collaboration. So, the type of a task or
a bundle of tasks determines the way of representation. Moreover the playout is
influenced by individual task collections, too, because they can be responsible for
story changes.
2.1.2 Story
Because users doesn’t act in the same way and their profile and portfolio is very het-
erogeneous, we need an individualised representation resp. several runs through
the site. The story is able to provide only the needed content to avoid that the
orientation of the users get lost in hyperspace. Mainly there are several specified
stories within the story space. Thus, it is possible to handle different portfolios
and demands, and so we are able to switch to other stories if they are more appro-
priate, in dependence on the availability resp. the rights and roles of a user. If we
specify a concrete run through the story, we call it scenario. Typically, the task of
a scenario is to guide the users.
2.1.3 Context
The environment is an important part of the context dimension. It isn’t easy
to grasp but often a problem while using a system. A part of context is the
application context, e.g. the attention a user have or need to interact with the
system. Further we have to consider the equipment, e.g. hardware and software
resp. its abilities. Particularly, the usable bandwidth and the performance of
a client strongly determines the way of representation. Moreover the rights a
user have and roles are assigned to him influence the presentation resp. possible
interactions. Besides, the quality of service (QoS) is a part of context dimension
and can provoke that some parts have to be restricted to ensure the demands.




Content is the most important part of information systems, because it is the reason
for build-up such systems. Of course, regarding the layout development the
content dimension is very important too and concerns all presentable data as
well as their types. However, often it is difficult to design an adequate database,
handling the content in an appropriate way, because for example the structure of
presented data typically differs from the organisation within the database.
2.1.5 Functionality
The functionality dimension is mainly represented by navigation and interaction
aspects. Moreover integrity constraints and usable functions are a part of this
dimension. Functions can have static or dynamic effects. We differ functions
act local resp. cannot change the system from functions that are able to change
the system or itself. Further we can distinguish internal and external functions.
Internal functions realise, for example, the adaptation of the content to users
preferences while external functions have to be perceivable by the users.
2.1.6 Presentation
The presentation dimension is influenced by the others and strongly determines
the result of a development process as illustrated in figure 2 (development pen-
tagon). The presentation dimension has the aim to concretise the definitions and
restrictions of the other 5 dimensions. It completely defines the look and feel on
the basis of these definitions. The representation is determined by the weight of






Figure 2: Development dimensions pentagon
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2.2 Dimension composition
The specific composition of the dimensions plays an important role while the
development process, because the influence of each dimension is determined by
the application area. Therefore we analyse some typical processes and try to find
an appropriate solution for website development.
2.2.1 Website development - state of the art
The classical website development considers the content, functionality, and pre-
sentation dimension. Mainly it starts with content and functionality specification
and therefrom the presentation dimension will derived. In the case of predefined
presentation templates it is necessary to integrate content and functionality, maybe
realised by a downgrade of them. Choosing an adequate presentation template
can avoid such downgrades but typically a template is developed for a specific
application. Thus, if we start with the presentation dimension, it is essential to
check content and functionality for adequacy regarding the chosen template, and
if required, we have to inform the developer about integration problems. The
remaining three development dimensions play a minor role while current website
development. Often they will completely neglected. For instance, the intention
isn’t an explicit modeled part of a current development process. Often the in-
volved persons hope that they all have the same imagination of the aims until the
concrete realisation. Mainly well structured high-level commitments are missed
but would be useful to find a real conformable main direction. Also the story and
the context dimension will rarely considered. Ignoring the context can result in
an inappropriate playout regarding the equipment of the target group. Further
without a story specification we only clarify what should be a part of output but
it disregards how to move within the website.
Intention Story Content PresentationContext Functionality
Figure 3: Website development dimensions - state of the art
2.2.2 Architectural development
Development in the field of architecture is hard affected by context, because typ-
ically buildings won’t planned without consideration of it’s neighbourhood. In
general a good contextual embedding is a claim of inhabitants. Inside a building
the context is important too. For instance a good orientation requires to satisfy
the expectations of the main target group. We notice that architectural conditions
can be demands of websites, too. Mainly the intention dimension has the top
priority of architectural development. The intention represents the starting point
and determines the main direction. Other dimensions, e.g. the context, are able to
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overwhelm these definitions, but they shouldn’t ignore intentional aspects. Only
carefully selected parameters should differ from users expectations to avoid per-
ception and cognition process impairments. However, sometimes it is helpful to
disappoint expectations and arising the attention of the users. In the past, it has
often been realised by animated-gifs. The third important dimension concerns the
utility of the development. Therefore there is a functionality dimension that is
able to influence the intention and context dimension.
As a result of intention, context and functionality determinations, other minor
dimensions can influence the overall result. Mainly the content and story are
parts of a second step. The story is important to ensure usability, e.g. museum
tours should avoid crossing ways. The content dimension can have placement
requirements and have to check the compatibility with decisions of the other
dimensions. A third step of architectural development concerns the presentation.
The presentation is a result of the definitions and restrictions of the other five.
Nevertheless it is an important dimension responsible for the realisation in the
form of an instance. Figure 4 highlights the main dimensions of architectural
development.
Intention Story Content PresentationContext Functionality
Figure 4: Architectural development dimensions
2.2.3 Art development (classical drama & exibitions /museum)
A third way of development we can adapt from the art, particularly while looking
to classical dramas. Main dimensions of art developments are content, story, and
presentation. So it is the opposite approach of architectural development. The
content of theatricals often is a given part. Also the story exists in the case of clas-
sical dramas. Hence, the presentation dimension is mainly determined by content
and story definitions but not exclusive. Often there isn’t a requirement to realise
the presentation in a strict original way. So, the directors often try to combine
classical themes with current events, wherefore the presentation differs from the
original and reflects the directors view. In this case the presentation will influ-
enced by secondary dimensions of art development, the intention, context, and
functionality. So, if the director has the intention to combine classic and modern
aspects, it will necessarily influence the presentation dimension. In the same way
changes regarding the context or functionality can have effects on presentation.
This weighting of dimensions we detect regarding the arrangement within muse-
ums. Presentation, story, and content are the most important dimensions, while
the other three dimensions are responsible for unique impressions resp. for indi-
vidualisation of the supply. Online museums nearly have the same demands.
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Intention Story Content PresentationContext Functionality
Figure 5: Art development dimensions
2.2.4 Website development - state of science
While the development process, we noticed that there are bindings between the
abstraction layer model (ALM) [Tha00] and the development dimensions, because
of a hierarchy of the development dimensions and the possibility to assign the













Figure 6: Dimension hierarchy
Because our main goal to generalise the layout development process we aim in
start at the intentional level. Therefrom, we try to derive the story and contextual
issues. Particularly, the context strongly determines the subsequent representa-
tion, because big differences regarding the equipment. The story specification
helps us to get a good screen partitioning in dependence on story progress. With
these high-level definitions we derive appropriate functionalities and specify the
properties of content in consideration of the upper level definitions and restric-
tions. A last development step can be the presentation dimension that determines
the layout in detail. At best the other dimensions lead to one possible result.
Figure 7 illustrates the weighting we prefer for a general step by step website
development allows e.g. flexibility as well as adaptivity.
Intention Story Content PresentationContext Functionality
Figure 7: Website development dimensions (possible future scenario)
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2.3 Development flexibilisation
[ST06a] introduces a way to develop web information systems and discusses the
distinction of user and system perspective. It helps to understand the development
process as a flexible, changeable progress. In dependence on application area
and general decisions it’s maybe useful to change the global specification order.
Following this approach, it is possible to change the importance of development
steps. Typically, early specified parts influences the following and so it can result
in layout and playout changes, too.
Figure 8 depicts two different development approaches. The difference is the point
in time when presentation issues will specified. Currently developers prefer the
system perspective. By contrast, we specify the presentation in user perspective
before the system concept so that the presentation development not depends to
much on maturity of the information systems specification.
• A - Application domain
• Cp - Concept of presentation
• I - Implementation of presentation system
• R - Requirements prescriptions
• Cs - Conceptual specification














Figure 8: System ladder - user perspective (left), system perspective (right)
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3 Pattern Development
We often have similar problems while development processes and prefer to find
a universal solution for a whole problem field. Therefore, Christopher Alexan-
der had introduced design patterns [Ale77] to solve some architectural problems
by reusing concepts. Gamma [Gam96] picked up this approach to solve object-
oriented software programming issues. Further, he said that patterns are useful
for other application areas, too. So, we try to find patterns for layout development
or in other words we are searching for presentation patterns.
”Each pattern describes a problem that occurs over and over again in our environ-
ment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way
that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same
way twice” - Christopher Alexander ([Ale77]).
3.1 Types of Pattern for Websites
In [MNST07], we distinguished between three principles taken from cognitive
psychology, principle of visual communication, principle of visual perception,
and principle of visual design. Visual communication deals with navigational and
interaction aspects and aims in understanding as prerequisite of the communica-
tion partners. Visual perception resp. visual cognition concerns the orientation
within the story and the screen. The objective of visual design resp. the com-
position is to realise a sufficient placement of media objects so that users have a
good orientation within the arrangement and there are no problems to perceive
the needed content.
We generalise these three principles as main parts of layout pattern development
and enrich the classification in figure 9 by work progress and kind. The kind
distinguishes between detected pattern types characterising a specific solution,
e.g. there are many different types of evolution pattern underlie the same global
restrictions. The work progress is important, because patterns are not only repre-
sented by static states. So, it can be helpful to define the behaviour of some steps
within the story and to derive a composed pattern.
3.2 Pattern class: Composition pattern
The pattern approach was developed to allow the reuse of concepts regarding fre-
quently occurring problems, wherefore each pattern describes a general solution.
However, it is hard to decide for a pattern if some appropriate exist but there
isn’t a most appropriate one. In that cases, we maybe prefer to combine the most
attractive parts of several patterns resp. create so-called composition patterns.









































Figure 9: Pattern classification
because of partially existing dependencies between them, e.g. by introducing hi-
erarchies.
Further, the presentation development distinguishes two kinds of composition
patterns. On the one hand, we are able to compose patterns of different main
categories (figure 9). These compositions are very general and their hierarchy de-
termines the general decision order. Possibly, communication demands are more
important than work progress demands, for instance, in the case of devices that
are not able to realise some types of communication and therefore some progress
types aren’t available. On the other hand, we detect the composition of patterns,
which are a part of the same pattern category. Such compositions have to consider
not only the priority of the chosen patterns but also visual dependencies.
Within this preprint, we will introduce the latter kind of composition and use the
screen partitioning as an example to get some output units. We declare output
units as categorised, logical units of content that we try to present within the
presentation space.
Typically, a presentation consists of some basic output units that we prefer to
combine in a way the users expect, considering logical bindings as well as aesthetic
aspects. Consequently, basic composition patterns contain a selected number
of output units and define rules how to compose them. Therefore, it can be
useful to analyse the output units of existing solutions with the aim to detect
dependencies between them. At this development level we are interested in
general dependencies and general placement problems, because specific content
placement problems are a part of lower levels (grid level).
In general, it is possible to distinguish between aesthetic and structural composi-
tion. The main objective of aesthetic composition is the realisation of an adequate
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The structural composition have to ensure the logical order and structural bindings
as well as separations. We distinguish the following parts:
• quantity of fields
• dependency
The quantity is a very general part of content composition, and it compares the
number of possible placement areas with the required output units of an applica-
tion that shall be developed. So, there is an easy chance to check for adequacy,
because the pattern specifies the maximum number of output units.
On the other hand, the structural composition is influenced by dependencies
between the output units, that we try to assemble. Categories specify the type
of output units and are required to detect these dependencies. In general, we
distinguish visual and logical dependencies. Visual dependencies are determined
by perception rules, e.g. sizes or the colouring of output units, while logical
dependencies concern the order of output units to support the navigation process
and create easy perceivable paths. Both aspects should be based on the story,
because otherwise the coherence can get lost. If there are differences between the
utilisation and the composition, a WIS could be hard to use.
A minimal playout only contains the content category, but usually there are two
more main categories - content and navigation, supported by some style areas like
the header. Often, additionally exist some categories like support, help, details,
or advertising. Typically, there are restrictions regarding the coupling of output
units that we have to consider while the development process. Therefore, a free
placement of detected output units isn’t recommended and we need rules how
to compose them. Subsequently, we give examples that discuss the reasons for
considering structural dependencies.
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C     :
Examplarily, we have three output units called functionality, main content, and es-
cort content. We can ensure a general assignment ability if a derived presentation
solution consists of at least three output areas. Thus, an instance of a two-column
grid can’t be an option in the following resp. at a lower development level. How-
ever, it is possible to decide for a common three-column grid as illustrated in figure
10. Within our example, we define that the functionality determines the content
while the escort content gives further informations to the main content. So, the























Figure 10: three-column grid - appropriate assignment
Other assignment patterns are imaginable, but we notice that not each possible
solution is useful in practice, e.g. as illustrated in figure 11. The effort is to
high to collect all adequate assignments per presentation pattern and it depends,
for instance, from reading direction as a part of perception pattern as well as
alignments of a specific solution. Nevertheless, it is possible to limit the choice
if the dependencies between output units will collected. Subsequently, these














































Figure 11: three-column grid - inappropriate assignment
Within the example, we detect two main dependencies between the output cat-
egories. On the one hand, there is a rule concerns the relation between content
and functionality. Because the functionality determines the presented content, it
is useful to perceive it before the content area. Further, they should presented
close to each other, without intermediate parts, to perceive the coherence. On the
other hand, the escort content is a subordered part of main content. So, we should
perceive the main content before the escort content, too.
In general, we can ensure such demands by directing the placements. Later, we
can refine it by fixing a reading direction. The reading direction itself is only an
abstract part of composition patterns, because we are only interested in dependen-
cies and general rules. If we apply these rules to the three-column grid consists
of three lined up placement sections and check it against adequacy, we notice that
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there are only two results that comply both rules. The first one corresponds with
the appropriate solution (figure 10) while the second is it’s inverse. The remaining
assignments are only conform with one of the rules. Afterwards, we are able to
recheck the result set and join several pattern categories. For instance, the cog-
nition pattern clarifies the reading direction in detail wherefore one of the results
becomes improper. For example, we can declare that we analyse information from
top to down, from left to right, and from near to far. Therefore, only the first (figure
10) should be a possible solution.
If we analyse the binding detection process, we notice that it is urgent necessary
to consider semantic aspects. In our case the escort content is assigned to the main
content, but it is possible that it escorts the functionality, e.g. if we need a little
bit more safety in using functions. In such cases the dexter solution of figure 11 is
appropriate, while figure 10 is inappropriate. Moreover, if the content determines
the functionalities, the sinistral solution of figure 11 is appropriate.
The dependencies described above only consider the logical order to ensure the
usability. Often, it isn’t sufficient to pay attention to logical dependencies, because
the impression depends on the visual importance of an output unit. Therefore,
size and contrast relations resp. visual hierarchies are important, too. Typically,
visual dependencies support logical dependencies.
C     :
Once again, we define three output units – functionality, main content, and escort
content. We declare that the escort content have to support the functionality so
that there is more safety in using functions and it’s easier to get the right content.
Moreover, we reuse the standard three-column grid that we mentioned above and
ensure the correct logical order of the output units. Figure 12 shows that other













































Figure 12: visual hierarchy - tile size differences
Originally, the standard three-column grid was developed for standard assign-
ments like functionality - main content - escort content (fig. 10) and functionality -
main content - advertisement. Accordingly, the sizes of the output units were
developed for these assignments, too. For this reason, we perceive the sinistral
solution of figure 12 as inappropriate regarding our chosen category definition.
The main reason is the dominant visual importance of the escort content in com-
parison with the functionality area. Further, the main content has a subordinate
visual role compared with the size of the escort content area.
The dexter solution of figure 12 is a possible realisation that considers the logical
hierarchy of the output units and derives the visual importance. In this case, the
size relations of the output units strictly follow the logical dependencies.
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Not in all cases, it is useful to support the impression by size contrasts. Sometimes,
it is better to build a visual hierarchy as depicted in figure 13. In such cases, it
should be easy to perceive the information in the applicable order. Even, if there
isn’t a strict order as illustrated in the dexter figure.
Figure 13: visual hierarchy - stacks
Moreover, it is possible to combine several approaches as illustrated in figure 14.
The figures enrich the stack approach by different sizes to force the general stack
impression using three-dimensional aspects. Each general stack causes a near far
and a top down impression. The sizes of output units of the sinistral solution de-
crease top down, causing a near far impression, too. So, both approaches provoke
the same hierarchy direction and an uniform impression.
By contrast, the output unit sizes of the dexter figure decrease bottom up. Conse-
quently, the hierarchy direction of the size aspect differs from the stack impression.
In general, it is useful to avoid contrary solutions, because they are a cause of per-
ception problems. Therefore, the dexter solution isn’t appropriate to realise a clear
perceivable visual order.
Figure 14: visual hierarchy - stacks & sizes
Altogether, we can find adequate representations if we consider logical and vi-
sual dependencies. At the best, the representations fulfil all demands of both
dependency areas. Otherwise, we should search for the most suitable solution.
3.3 Pattern class: Progress pattern
Progress patterns describe possible types of movements that should be considered
while the application development. The best-known progress was detected within
the story dimension. [Tha03] had introduced scenes and dialogue steps to specify
the story in detail. Further, scenarios were defined to characterise possible resp.
appropriate ways through the story. Their topology describes a progress in detail.
Nevertheless, progress patterns are not only a part of the story dimension, but
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a part of all development dimensions that were introduced in chapter 2.1. The
weighting of each dimension depends on the application and specified develop-
ment targets, again. Figure 15 depicts the development dimensions regarding
the work progress. Within this report, we are mainly interested in presentational
aspects resp. progress patterns regarding the presentation dimension. However,
we have to consider the other dimensions to benefit from their results.
Progress Evolution Story Evolving Content Work Progress
Intention Evolution Context Evolution Functionalities Pattern
Figure 15: Work progress dimensions
A simple step of searching for an adequate progress pattern only concerns a static
composition within the presentation space. It’s a good solution in the case of
common arrangements, but in general, we need an extended view, that considers
the specified story, the way of communication, and perception aspects, too.
Typically, semantic units of information are detectable as a part of the story di-
mension, e.g. a subset of dialogue steps as a part of a scene. It is useful to consider
these semantic bindings for presentational aspects, too. Often, it isn’t a desire to
show all parts of a presentation unit at the same time, within the same screen,
e.g. to realise a stepwise progress. As in the case of stories, it is very important
to perceive all steps of a progress unit as related. We are able to emphasise such
bindings by representing presentational elements of a progress unit in a similar
way. Otherwise the coherence can get lost. Maybe, we further need a presenta-
tional separation if there is more than one progress within the presentation space.
Because scenario topologies determine the type of progress, we have to analyse
them and try to detect similarities. Further, we try to classify the types of progress
considering known separations. Picked up the segmentation of [Bro00], we differ












The simplest type of work progress is no progress (Figure 16a). It isn’t a hypothetical
type, because sometimes there isn’t a need for interactions as well as changes
regarding the presentation. Also there are possibly long-time changes so that a
progress exists but the users cannot perceive it because of the temporal distance.
For instance, in the case of electronic billboards, typically, there is a wish to separate
the adverts so that it isn’t possible to perceive a relation between these. Otherwise
the advert-firm relation could be affected.
Sometimes there are no restrictions except that there have to be a progress. We
call this progress type network (Figure 16b). It is the first real and most flexible
progress type, which is hard to overlook for users and is appropriated for general
parts of presentation to improve the accessibility by cross-links.
If we detect some decompositions in addition, we speak of the cell type (Figure
16c). We need it for refinement, because it can be necessary to differ the way of
presentation at several levels.
Iterative additions to the network type result in the ring type (Figure 16d) and if
it is directed, we call it cyclic (Figure 16e). If cyclic types are further affected by
advancements, it is an evolution type (Figure 16 f ). For example, the cyclic type is
useful in the case of offering online museum tours, because typically a round trip
is closed and directed.
If a work progress with interactions is directed and moreover affected by advance-
ments, we are able to describe a flow (Figure 16g) as another progress type. If
there are duplications in addition, we call it the seed type (Figure 16h). This type
of progress occurs in the case of collaborations. By contrast, if there are decom-
positions in addition to the properties of a flow, we call this type tree (Figure 16i),
which could be helpful regarding retrieval. Besides, a flow with decompositions
and duplications means the wave type (Figure 16 j).
The figures depicted above in a schematic way distinguish some types of work
progress and depends on factors of influence. So, the types are a result of the
concurrence of these factors. Table 1 depicts the influence of the factors on the































directed - + + - + + - - + +
decomposed - - - - - + - + + -
iterative - - + + - - - - - +
evolutional - + - - + + - - + +
duplication - + - - - - - - + -
interaction - + + + + + + + + +












Figure 16: Work progress
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Within table 1 we noticed some commonalities between the types of progress.
Because they aren’t obvious, figure 17 point these out. Therefore, we start with the
very general no progress type and derive from this other progress types by consid-
ering further factors of influence. So, we get some progress types by a stepwise
refinement resp. restriction.
Figure 17 only shows one possible transition graph to catch all described progress
types. We notice that other transitions are possible, e.g. the grey coloured transi-



















Figure 17: Work progress commonalities
3.4 Pattern class: Pattern kind
Because of different aims, goals, and types of content, there is a huge and unstruc-
tured set of demands against the presentation. While searching for an adequate
presentation, we noticed that it could be profitable to classify the demands by the
type of application. Therefore, it should be possible to detect similarities regarding
the realisation as a result of the same demands in general. Further, we have to
extract these similarities and have to generalise and classify them. Consequently,
a pattern kind concentrates some typical properties of an application area and is
responsible for the realisation of an easy reuse of existing patterns. So, it should
be possible to speed up the assignment to possibly appropriated solution spaces.
Towards the development of WIS, it means to consider the type of a website. At








All of them have individual demands in general but their derived representations
must not be fully disjoint. So, it is useful to introduce further subdivisions, which
are a little bit more specific and maybe applicable to more than one general type.
3.4.1 Evolution pattern
In [FFG96] lifestreams were introduced as time-ordered streams of documents, with
the aim of organising and ease the finding. We try to generalise this approach with
the help of patterns, in particular the evolution pattern. This pattern type tries to
organise general output units, not only documents.
Evolution patterns are mainly represented by a perceivable progress. To achieve
a progress we need parts of history and future or at least one of them, because it’s
very important to perceive more than one part at the same time. In opposition
to the lifestream approach the evolution patterns must not be hard time-based,
because for instance in the case of a task list the ordering is much more important
than the time. Further it’s urgent necessary that the ordering is perceivable, be-
cause otherwise problems occur as illustrated in Figure 18. The arrows within the
illustrations point out that the users can have two different lines of vision, where-
fore this example representation (grid) is inappropriate to induce an evolutional
impression.
Figure 18: Lines of vision
Additionally, evolution considers visual bindings and a hierarchy between the
output units exists. We have to consider them, because their importance for an
perceivable visual progress. To support the perception it is helpful to avoid hard
and abrupt direction changes regarding the line of vision. Typically, one output
unit of such evolutional arrangements acts as present part. It can and should
dominate the presentation to avoid perception problems. Only in the case of
overview representations it’s possible that we don’t need it.
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Evolution is more than a visual progress, because it considers the progress of the
story, too. Typically, we mean with a progress the story progress, but we expect,
that a well developed application supports it adequate by a visual progress.
Considering these, we are able to derive the following demands an evolution
pattern should satisfy:
• Coordinated, sequential dialogues
• Mainly sequential navigation
• Specified reading direction
• Perception of history and future
• Similarity of neighbouring dialogue steps
• Proximity of neighbouring dialogue steps
• Symmetry of neighbouring dialogue steps
4 Grid Development
In spite of using pattern descriptions it is usually possible to derive more than one
presentation result. We aim in finding the most suitable structure and it could be
useful to collect different structures and describe and categorise them. Therefore
in [MST05] grids were introduced.
4.1 Grid definition
Grids were adapted from (conventional) graphic design and used for organis-
ing page layouts, e.g. newspapers, magazines and other documents [vDLH02].
Mainly the organising is based on a tiling of the action space. A common way
to do this is a disjunct tiling using grid points. In general, we divide the hori-
zontal and vertical axes using grid points xmin = x0 < x1 < ... < xm = xmax and







. Then we use a partition of the whole screen into tiles. A simple
grid that only divides rows and columns, without any other restrictions is de-
scribed in the following. It uses just 4 horizontal grid points x0 < x1 < x2 < x3, and
only 3 vertical grid points y0 < y1 < y2.

















Usually, the “up” tile is used for some menu bar, the “left” tile for navigation links,
the “middle” tile for major content and the “right” tile for side options. A visual




x0 x1 x2 x3
Figure 19: Common tiling
More complex examples we can describe in the same way, e.g. the fibonacci grid
of [Mor07]. More sophisticatedly, the size of visual building blocks can follow
a rhythmic structure that can be expressed by a sequence of positive integers.
Then an observer perceives larger tiles of a sequence as being more important, in
particular, if the sequence shows a monotonic pattern.
























































The result of this description is depicted in Figure 20. It shows the horizontal
coherence of tiles between y4 and y5. In this area the tile size arises from the left
to the right by 1+
√
5
2 (fibonacci numbers / golden section). So it’s illustrating a
progress. Moreover the square tile sizes rise up in the same way, but because of
the composition it is a spiral impression of increase.
The very simple grid descriptions above don’t contain any information about the
tile sizes resp. details of intervals between the grid points. They are necessary to
describe complexe grids, because otherwise the expected impression of the grid
could get lost, e.g. as a result of bad scaling. Moreover the defined behaviour of
all grid tiles is important for the generation process. Maybe the equipment isn’t
able to scale the grid, what should result in taking another grid. Further we are
interested in bindings between grid tiles. We need them to derive appropriated
grids with the help of some pattern descriptions. Both examples make clear that
derived grids are only possible results. To complete the development process we
















Figure 20: Fibonacci tiling
4.2 Grid generation
The previous chapter (4.1) has introduced grids as an approach for screen parti-
tioning. In our opinion, well designed sites aren’t a result of coincidence. So, we
need methods for creation and adaptation of grids, because we are not interested
in any grids, but in appropriate grids regarding the demands of an application.
Therefore, we pick up some knowledge from the art, e.g. aesthetic and placement
aspects of traditional design, and try to derive appropriate grids.
As mentioned above, the grid structure organises the screen into single segments
that are connected in mathematic, geometric and aesthetic relation between each
other and the screen.
There are different kinds of grid arrangements:
• linear grid with consistent grid structure
• fluid grid with flexible grid structure
While a linear grid shows a consistent structure with identical elements and con-
stant navigation principles at all levels of interactive use, the fluid grid is based
on a flexible structure with constant navigation principles with dynamic order,
constant colour coding and repeated elements of a constant functional scheme.
Evolution patterns represent the development of interactive use as a multidimen-
sional information flow and thus describe the userspace as a part of the special
information and architecture of use. In order to achieve optimal orientation in the
users process we believe it is necessary to adapt the development of visual design
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grids to human experience and to use the conventions of space experience. Con-
sequently, the human scale is the basis for the grid generation, comparable to the
classic architecture. The human scale is related, in addition to the space dimension,




The valuation of the userspace includes not only the individual atmospheric di-
mension, but also the social and communicative component and refers to:




This classic Human-Space-Relation contains the following aspects:
The formal aspect is related to the aesthetic of the userspace as an expression of
a special shape and colour design The functional aspect is related to the specific
task of the userspace and thus to its power and virtue.
The power of the userspace is valuating the actions performed, while the im-
pression is based on the spacious cognition and reflects the emotional aspects of
the space experience. Architectural structure is always aiming to harmonise the
objective requirements to the using purpose with the emotional and atmospheric
effects of a space. Consequently, there is a close relationship between the design
of userspace and informationspaces of interactive information systems and the
classical architecture. Not only the efficient use, i.e. organised action, short dis-
tances and timely optimised processes, but also the identification of the user with
the space is an important premise for experiences and a positive feeling that is
motivating the user to act.
4.3 Grid composition
Each developed grid has a task and is appropriate for selected application areas.
If we analyse the structure of existing solutions, we detect some similarities. As
in the case of patterns, it is hard to decide for a grid if some appropriate exist,
but a most appropriate grid doesn’t exist. Therefore, it could be helpful again,
to combine the most attractive parts. Thus, we are able to reuse well-known
structures resp. can compose selected of them.
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Composition types
If we want to compose grids, we have to consider the type of their composition.




The mixing type is very powerful and allows to develop new grids that are based
on attributes of several initial grids. We need this type if the initial grids cannot
combined directly by adherence or integration. In that cases, only selected at-
tributes of the grids will combined, wherefore the appearance of the result can be
completely different. However, if we want to derive such grids automatically or
semi-automatically, we need a hierarchy, which defines which attributes of a grid
dominates others.
An easy chance to compose grids offers the attachement type. In that cases, all
initial grids keep their properties, because interactions don’t exist between these.
Grids of the attachment type cannot influence other grids, because as a reault of
composition they are at most in touch with other grids or loosely coupled.
The integration is the third and most important type of composition. We need
this type to embedd grids within a main grid. In such cases, the properties of the
embedded grid have to follow the guidelines of the grid which embedds.
Composition areas
If we compose grids, we have to consider which patterns dominate others because
of partially existing dependencies between them, e.g. by introducing hierarchies.
Usually we have to consider global guidelines as corporate identity demands,
wherefore it is useful to introduce a hierarchy. Because the corporate identity
influences the whole representation we distinguish moreover between:
• grid frame
• grid body
The frame of a grid we understand as a global part that specifies, what should
mainly presented over-all pages. Thus, such parts of a grid normally take a
part in corporate identity determination. Grids of the body have to consider the
definitions and restrictions of frame grids and are responsible for local decisions
and local positioning, in other words for local representation issues.
Composition integration effects
Further, if there are grids, which integrate other grids, they should be able to control
the behaviour of the subgrids. So, it is necessary to differ allowed operations. The





Open means that the grid allows any type of subgrid. Maybe, a subgrid can
influence the integrating grid, e.g. the size or the appearance. Restrictive grids
allow subgrids with at least the same restrictions like itself. If a grid is specified
as closed, then there are no subgrids allowed.
All grids shouldn’t understood as applicable only for a unique page resp. content
output at one specific state. Because the existence of complexe grids, influencing
more than one page, we distinguish between common and complexe grids. Some-
times we need this to make the progress perceivable or to support the impression.
Figure 21 illustrates possible instances of evolution grid.
Figure 21: Evolution grids
5 Related Work
Website development has been the subject of several studies. As a result, some
approaches and tools were developed. The presentation development is an impor-
tant part of the website development and should typically result in an adequate
layout and playout of content in consideration of user and provider aims.
[Sko03] discussed basic elements of presentation development, e.g. dots, lines,
and shapes. Because each presentation is a composition of these elements, they
are a prerequisite of presentation development. The perception of these elements
is influenced by characteristics, e.g. size, colour, and contrast. So, the general
impression of a user is influenced by both elements and characteristics, and it
depends on user preferences, capabilities, and cultural as well as religious views.
Regarding the impression of colours, Itten [Itt61] introduced an approach how
to use colours. [Meg92] discussed impressions and effects regarding the style of
letters, words, and images.
The composition of elements needs some rules, e.g. placement rules to order
the content on the screen. The grid-based approach in [Gra98] tries to solve the
placement problem by combinatorial analysis. The approach is possible because
there are not too much sizes of basic elements and an overlapping isn’t allowed.
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At present, some general methodologies for WIS design exist, e.g. [HBFV03, Pat99,
TD01]. All of them should be able to interact with aspects of presentation develop-
ment. For example, within SiteLang we can specify some types of stories, which
should be supported by an adequate layout as well as vice versa. Because we
detected general and reusable parts as work progress and composition, we prefer an
pattern-based approach, e.g. to interact with the specified story. Presentation pat-
terns ease the development process by reusing concepts and are able to influence
other parts of the WIS development process.
6 Conclusion
Layout development is a complex task because of the large variety of conditions
and multiple choices to compose these. Often, the development of coherent pages
is based on a general style resp. pages that are represented in the same fashion and
provoke the same impression. Therefore, we need a systematic approach for the
development of suites of web pages that can be easily used by a wider auditory.
Software Engineering (SWE) has an understandable description of requirements
to the SW that can be discussed with any stakeholder. SWE of presentation
systems must also provide a way for description of the interfaces that should be
developed. A pattern-based approach seems to be most suitable to accomplish the
demands. Therefore, the paper has presented screenography pattern as an pattern-
based approach of layout development.
Next step in future will be the specification of another patterns. Further, we will
demonstrate in detail how to compose several patterns and how to benefit from
the pattern interplay. Moreover, we have to specify the grids in detail developing
an universal description.
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